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Abstract 

Challenges in multi-scale uncertainty quantification of reservoir predictions are related to coherent 
integration of uncertainty associated with data collected at multiple scales and the model components that 
represent different levels of detail in reservoir description. Geostatistical modelling is usually limited in a 
way it can handle multi-scale reservoir data (e.g. wireline, seismic)  and multiple scenarios in reservoir 
characterisation. Multiple conceptual modelling scenarios provide the most comprehensive way to 
represent principle reservoir uncertainties, however rigorous quantification of this uncertainty is difficult in 
history matching workflows because this uncertainty is usually not limited to just a unique set of reservoir 
parameter value. 

The problem of inconsistent reservoir model update, when a history matched model loses its geological 
consistency to adequately represent uncertainty associated with different data, was tackled by constraining 
the model jointly with dynamic and static data in a multi-objective way using Bayesian inverse modelling 
formalism. Uncertainty in geological static data reflects to what extent a static model should match the point 
conditioning data collected at a sub grid scale at the well location and assigned to the entire reservoir 
simulation grid cell of the relevant node. A synthetic example demonstrates that a balance between 
honouring the static data to some extent and matching historical dynamic production data can be 
established in multi-objective history matching and result in a better quality forecasts and more geologically 
consistent history matched models. 

The issue of adequate representation of geological uncertainty at different levels of the reservoir modelling 
workflow was addressed through history matching across multiple scenario combinations  – horizon and 
fault interpretations, facies cut-off models, type of algorithmic spatial correlation description (pixel vs 
object). Handling categorical uncertainties at different hierarchical levels is particularly difficult because of 
the non-uniqueness of the metric parameter space. A consistent sequential approach with history matching 
performed across the range of different geological scenarios including to represent a more adequate range 
of uncertainty with ensemble of multiple HM models. The probabilistic credible spread of history matched 
predictions across the considered scenarios was consolidate in a production forecast with Bayesian 
averaging based on the evaluated posterior probability of the HM models. 


